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"吃" in Chinese and "กิน" in Thai are just the regular verb, but as a cultural 
vocabulary, it has much richer meaning and deeper significance than itself. Many words 
related to "eat" compose the idiomatic phrase of "eat", although many idiomatic phrases 
are extensively employed in all aspects of life, it does not get enough attention. There 
are many idiomatic phrases between Chinese and Thai, they have some similarities but 
also have some significant differences.  The differences are come from different social 
customs, history and way of thinking. Therefore, it is very helpful to improve the 
learner's inter-cultural communication through understanding cultural differences 
between the two languages as much as possible. 
It is difficult to learn Chinese idiomatic phrase for Thai. The essay focuses on 
comparative analysis of the idiomatic phrases related to “eat” in Chinese and Thai will 
help the teachers and students get in-depth understanding.  idiomatic phrases are widely 
used in the cultural, social ideas, customs habits and daily life in all aspects of social life. 
Therefore, it is important to teach idiomatic phrases in the teaching process.     
This essay takes the idiomatic phrases related to "eat" as the research object and 
studies Chinese idiom and proverbs, Thai proverbs and sayings of the สุภาษิต (Su-Pa-
Sit) and คาํพังเพย (Kum-Pang-Pei). It conducts a comprehensive analysis and 
researches on concepts, nature, classes, and linguistic features (including phonetic, 
semantics, syntax) from different aspects and angles through the theory of linguistics, 
lexicology, cultural studies and other disciplines and human comparison among culture, 
society, life and thoughts. The main purpose of this paper is used for understanding of 
the important role of the idiomatic phrases in Chinese and Thai in the foreign language 
teaching, to make learners fully know and master the similarities and differences 
between Chinese and Thai idiomatic phrases, to further understand the Chinese and 
Thai culture, to improve students’ language ability and communication ability and to be 
an inevitable factor of enhancing the Chinese proficiency. In addition, it hopes that it 
can help the cultural terms teaching in the teaching of foreign language. 
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ยิ่งลักษณ  งามดี （Yingrak Ngamdee）（2000）的《泰语谚语、俗语与熟语》
中收集了泰语谚语、俗语与熟语，分析泰语熟语的分类、意义与泰语熟语的句法
成分。 















































































กรรณิการ โกวิทกุล （Kannika Khowitkul）（2001）的《汉谚和泰语成语、谚
语比较研究》，也对汉语谚语和泰语熟语进行了全面对比和研究。 
有关汉泰熟语对比的分类研究比较多，如： 
ชัญญพร ปริญญาวุฒิชัย （Chanyaporn Parinyawuttichai）（2000）的《有关的
汉泰成语数字对比研究》；สุมาลี ศรีปานเงิน （Sumali Sripan-Ngern）（2000）的
《与“心”有关的汉泰成语对比研究》；พิริยา สุรขจร（2000）的《汉泰有关动物
成语对比分析》；วรรณิดา ถึงแสง（Wannida TuengSang）（2002）的《与“眼
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